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Infrastructure

- Release Manager
- System Tests (not yet)
- Documentation/Communication
  - mailing list beamlist@slac.stanford.edu
  - confluence: https://confluence.slac.stanford.edu/display/BeamTest/Home
  - workbook (not yet, but after new BR is out)
NOTHING (fighting with the new extlibs)
Upcoming ...

- BeamtestRelease v2r0903p0
  - critical updates
    - used packages of GR v9r3
    - calibGenTKR v3r2
  - new
    - BeamTestTuple v0r0p1
  - obsolete
    - svac/EngineeringModel
  - temporary out (don’t compile)
    - LdfConverter
    - RootAnalysis
    - calibGenCAL
    - calibGenACD

- latest news:
  - beamtest06 runs with electrons and protons
  - Francesco gets some G4Trajectory errors
  - Francesco checks the jobOptions.txt
Pipeline

https://confluence.slac.stanford.edu/display/BeamTest/Monte+Carlo+Production+Log

• finished
  – $e^-$
  – $e^+$
• crashing
  – $p$, $\pi^-$, $\pi^+$